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Abstract
The interplay between geometry and machine
learning contains both statistical theory and rich
applications. In this paper, we demonstrate an interesting application of geometric transformation
learning to the task of face attribute prediction.
We show that geometric transformations for facial
images can be learned automatically with machine
learning approaches, which benefit face attribute
prediction tasks1 .
Introduction Face attribute prediction refers to the task
of classifying/recognizing attributes, such as facial emotion,
gender, age, etc, from human face images. Face attribute
prediction is usually tackled via a Detection-AlignmentRecognition (DAR) pipeline (Ehrlich et al., 2016). In the
DAR pipeline, the Alignment step includes facial landmark
detection from landmark detectors (Lai et al., 2016) and
hand-crafted geometric transformation estimation from the
detected landmarks and some canonical locations. The faces
are aligned by the hand-crafted transformation to facilitate
the task of face attribute prediction. In this work, we demonstrate that the hand-crafted geometric transformation can
be obtained with machine learning, and the learned geometric transformation is more beneficial in the face attribute
prediction task compared to the hard-crafted one.
Method In this work, we propose a novel lAndmark Free
Face AttrIbute pRediction (AFFAIR) method, which directly learns a hierarchy of geometric transformations for
input faces, getting rid of reliance on landmarks and hardcrafted face alignment in DAR. The hierarchy of geometric
transformations includes global transformations and part
localizations, which employs Spatial Transformer Network
(STN) (Jaderberg et al., 2015) and are end-to-end trainable
with the attribute prediction task.
The proposed AFFAIR consists of a global TransNet and
part LocNets, responsible for learning global geometric
transformations and part localizations respectively. The
global TransNet takes as input detected faces, and produces a set of optimized geometric transformation paramθ12 dx
eters Tg = [ θθ11
] tailored for each input face. The
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transformation establishes the mapping between the globally transformed face image and the input face image via
[xinput
, yiinput ]T = Tg [xgi , yig , 1]T . We design a novel comi
petitive learning strategy to ensure the global TransNet
learns good global transformations. The part LocNets are designed to capture critical part information for face attribute
prediction, since most attributes are reflected by only a small
part of the face. The set of part localization parameters is denoted as Tp = [ s0x s0y ddxy ] and the correspondence between
the partial face and the globally transformed face image is
modelled by [xgi , yig ]T = Tp [xpi , yip , 1]T , which transforms
the globally transformed face image into face parts. Features are extracted from both the globally transformed face
and face parts to perform face attribute prediction.

Figure 1. Left: Learned average face with increasing training
epochs. Right: Learned global geometric transformations.

Experiment We conduct experiments on face attribute
prediction datasets CelebA (Liu et al., 2015) and
MTFL (Zhang et al., 2014). The learned global geometric
transformations on faces in CelebA dataset are visualized
in Fig. 1. We can see that AFFAIR gradually learns the
alignment process in the DAR pipeline during training, and
the resultant average face converges to the frontal face. The
learned geometric transformations are visualized by grids,
which can align input faces with various poses. The learned
part localizations are shown in Fig. 2. The regions localized
by AFFAIR agree with the actual locations of the attributes.
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Figure 2. Left: Part localizations on MTFL dataset along different
training epochs. We can see the part LocNets search the whole
face before converging to the most discriminative parts. Right:
Part localization for attributes on CelebA dataset.

Moreover, we find that the learned geometric transformations are more favourable compared to the hand-crafted ones
in terms of attribute prediction accuracies, especially when
the facial landmarks are difficult to detect.
Conclusion In the paper, we show that geometric learning of faces can be achieved by machine learning, and the
learned geometric transformations are not only reasonable,
but also beneficial to the face attribute prediction task.
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